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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], Byrnes and Martin derived an integral-invariance principle generalizing LaSalle's invariance 
principle for continuous-time nonlinear systems. In this paper, we derive similar results for 
discrete-time nonlinear systems. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state and prove an invariance principle 
for discrete-time nonlinear systems. In Section 3, we develop a series of results relating stability, 
observerability, and converse Lyapunov theorems for discrete-time nonlinear systems. 
2. AN INVARIANCE PR INCIPLE  FOR 
D ISCRETE-T IME NONL INEAR SYSTEMS 
In this paper, we consider discrete-time nonlinear systems of the form 
x(k+l) =f(~(k)), 
y(k)=h(x(k)), (1) 
where x E R n is the state, and y E R p the output of (1). We suppose that f and h are locally 
Lipschitz continuous and continuous, respectively. We denote by x(k; Xo) the solution of the 
plant dynamics in (1) starting at x0 at time k = 0. Also, we denote by Z+ the set of all positive 
integers. 
We start this section by deriving a basic result for linear systems. This theorem is similar to 
a result proved by Morse [2] for continuous-time linear systems. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that the linear system 
x(k+l )  =Ax(k) ,  
y(k) =C~(k) (2) 
is observable. Then the observation function 
y(k) = Cx(k; ~o) 
is square summable on Z+ for all xo E R n if and only if x = 0 is an asymptotically stable 
equilibrium of the plant dynamics in (2). 
PROOF. 
NECESSITY. Assume that the observation function y(k) is square summable on Z+. We will 
show that x -- 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the plant dynamics in (2). Our proof 
is via constructing a quadratic Lyapunov function for the plant dynamics. Explicitly, we define 
y(z0) = ~ Ily(1)ll ~. (3) 
1=0 
Since y(l) = Cx(l) = CA1xo, it follows that 
That is, V(xo) has the form 
where Q is defined by 
V(Xo) = xTQxo, (4) 
oo 
Q= ~ (AI) T cTcA l (5) 
1=0 
We know that Q is positive definite because plant (2) is observable. This shows that V is a 
positive definite function. 
Now, let x(k) = x(k; xo) denote the solution of the plant dynamics in (2). Then we have 
V(x(k)) = xT(k)Qx(k) = x T (Ak) T QAkxo. 
Using (5), we have 
Thus, we have 
and 
V(x(k)) = ~ x T (Ak+l) T CTCAk+lXo. 
1=0 
V(x(k)) = ~ x T (AI) T CTCAIxo (6) 
l=k 
oo 
V(x(k + 1)) = Z xT (Al) T CTCAIx°" (7) 
l=k-I- I 
From (6) and (7), it follows that 
AV(x(k))  = V(x(k + 1)) - V(x(k)) = -x  T (Ak) T CTCAkxo, 
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i .e.~ 
AY(x(k)) = -I[ Cx(k)II 2. (8) 
From (8), it follows that AV(x(k)) <_ 0 for all x0. Also, AV(x(k)) = 0 if and only if x0 = 0 
because plant (2) is observable. This shows that AV is a negative definite function. Hence, by 
Lyapunov stability theory [3], it follows thatx  = 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the 
plant dynamics in (8). 
SUFFICIENCY. Assume that x = 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the plant dynamics 
in (8). Then it follows from Lyapunov stability theory that all eigenvalues Ai of the matrix A lie 
inside the open unit disc of the complex plane. Now, we note that lly(k)H 2 has the form 
Hy(k)ll 2 = ~ p~(k)~. 
i=1  
This shows that 
oo 
Ily(k)IL 2 < co. 
k=O 
This completes the proof. | 
Next, we establish the main result of this paper, an invariance principle for discrete-time 
nonlinear systems which is valid for 0 < p < co. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the nonlinear plant (1). Suppose that for some initial condition xo 6 R n 
we have 
(a) x(k; xo) is bounded for k > O, 
(b) ~-~k~__O [[h(x(k;xo))ll p < co. 
Then x(k; xo) tends to the largest invariant subset of the zero locus of the output mapping h. In 
other words, any w-limit point x* of x(k; xo) satisfies h(x*) = O. 
PROOF. Define for any s > 0 and for ~ = x(s; xo), the function 
oo 




V(~) = V(x(s;xo)) = ~ IIh(x(k;xo))H p. 
k=8 
AV(ff:) = V(x(s + 1; Xo)) - V(x(s; xo)) 
= ~ IIh(x(k;z0))ll p -  ~ IIh(x(k;~0))ll p
k=s+l  k=s 
= -llh(x(s; x0))ll p 
= -Hh(•)H p. 
In particular, V is nonnegative and is continuous monotone nondecreasing along x(k; xo) as 
k --~ co. Therefore, 
v = inf V(x(k;xo)) = lim V(x(k;xo)). 
k>0 k -*~ 
Now, let x* be any w-limit point of the state trajectory x(k; xo). Then there exists a time 
sequence {kin} such that 
z(k.~; xo) --* x*, as  km --* co .  
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Hence, we must have 
We note that 
Thus, we have 
lira T ¥ 1 1 ]  \ \  ~,z~,~m:zo,.  . - . .=v .  
km -..*oo 
= [ - l imk  . . . .  oo V(x(km;xo))] .0 lim lim V(x(km + k;xo)) 
k--*0 k , ~  
k ,n+k - 
0 = lim - lim ~ IIh(x(s;xo))ll p
k--*O k~--*oo s=km 
= lim - lim Irh(x(kn +s;xo))lP 
k-*0 km"*~ s=0 
k 




hm(s) = IIh(x(s; x(km; x0)))ll p. 
By discrete Gronwall inequality [4], x(s;x(km;xo)) converges to x(s;x*) uniformly in s for 
s E [0, k]. Consequently, hm converges uniformly on [0, k] to the function h* defined by 
h*(s) = h(x(s; x*)). 
Therefore, 
k 
0=- l im Z lim hm(s) 
k--*0 m- -*~ 
s=0 
k 
= - lim ~ h(x(s; x*)) 
k~O 
= -h(z* ) .  
Hence, for any u-limit point x* of x(k; xo), we have 
h(x*) = O. 
Since x(k; x*) is also an u-limit point for all k, we also have 
h(x(k;x*)) = O. 
This completes the proof. | 
As a particular case of Theorem 2, we deduce LaSalle's invariance principle [5] for discrete-time 
nonlinear systems. 
COROLLARY 1. (See [5].) If V is a C 1 function, bounded below on R n and satisfying 
AV(x(k)) < 0 (9) 
along forward trajectories of the plant dynamics 
• (k+l )  =/(~(k)) ,  (10) 
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then any bounded trajectory of the plant dynamics (10) tends to the largest invariant subset 
contained in the locus of points defined by 
AY(x) = O. 
PROOF. Suppose that V is a C 1 function, bounded below on R n and satisfying (9) along forward 
trajectories of the plant dynamics (10). We define a function H by 
h(x) = -AV(x) .  
By construction, the zero locus of h is the same as the zero locus of AV and also h(x(k)) >>_ 0 
along forward trajectories of the plant dynamics (10). 
Note that 
k k 
Z h(~(s)) = -~  ~v(x(s)) 
8=0 s=0 
k 
= - ~ [v(x(s + 1)) - v(x(s))] 
s=O 
= v(x(0)) - V(z(k)) 
< V(x(0) )  - c, 
where c = inf(V). 
In particular, for all initial conditions x0 E R n, H(x(., x0)) e LI(Z+, R). 
Hence, by Theorem 2, if x(k; xo) is bounded for k > 0, then x(k; xo) tends to the largest 
invariant subset of the zero locus of h. This completes the proof. | 
3. STABILITY, OBSERVABIILITY, AND 
THE CONVERSE LYAPUNOV THEOREMS 
The invariance principle (Theorem 2) that we proved in Section 2 helps the nonequilibrium 
analyses of discrete-time nonlinear systems. 
In the equilibrium case, there are many possible refinements of Theorem 2. To state these, we 
introduce some assumptions and notations for plant (1). 
First, we suppose that x = 0 is an equilibrium so that 
f(0) = 0. 
We assume that f is C 1 on R ~. We also keep our continuity assumption on h and assume 
h(0) = 0. 
Next, we define the notions of zero-state observability and zero-state detectability for discrete- 
time nonlinear systems. 
DEFINITION 1. 
(a) Plant (1) is called zero-state observable if
h(x(k; x0)) - 0, V k E Z+, 
then 
z(k ;  xo) =- O. 
(b) Plant (1) is called zero-state detectable if
h(x(k;xo)) - O, Vk e Z+, 
then 
x(k;  xo) ~ O, as k --* c~. | 
Next, as a consequence of Theorem 2, we derive the following results for the equilibrium case. 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that plant (1) is zero-state detectable. Suppose also that for some initial 
condition Xo E R n, we have 
(a) x(k; xo) is bounded t:or k _ 0, 
(b) ~-~°=0 [[h(x(k;xo)[[ p < co. 
Then the w-limit set of x(k; Xo) is a dosed invariant subset of h- l (0)  containing the origin. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2, we know that if x* is any w-limit point of x(k; xo), we must have 
h(x(k; x*) =- O. (II) 
Since plant (1) is zero-state detectable, it is immediate from (11) that 
x(k ;x* )~O,  ask ~co .  
In particular, x = 0 is an w-limit point of x(k; x*) and is contained in the closure of every orbit 
x(k; x*). This completes the proof. | 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that plant (1) is zero-state observable. Suppose aiso that t:or some initial 
condition xo E R n, we have 
(a) x(k;xo) is bounded for k >_ O, 
(b) y]k°°=o [[h(x(k;xo)[] p < co. 
Then x(k; xo) ~ O, as k --* co. 
Conversely, suppose that the plant dynamics 
x(k + 1) = f(x(k)) (12) 
has x = 0 as a locally (respectively, globally) asymptotically stable equilibrium. Then there exists 
a locally (respectively, globally) defined, scalar-valued C 1 output function 
y = h(x) 
such that 
(1) h renders plant (12) zero-state observable, 
(2) h is summable along the forward trajectories of (10). 
PROOF. By assumption, plant (1) is zero-state observable. In particular, it is zero-state de- 
tectable. Hence, the first part of the assertion follows from Theorem 3. 
The converse assertion follows from the converse theorems of Lyapunov stability theory [5]. 
More explicitly, if x = 0 is a locally (respectively, globally) asymptotically stable equilibrium 
of (12), then there exists a locally defined (respectively, globally defined) positive definite, C 1 
function V such that AV is locally (respectively, globally) negative definite. 
As in the derivation of Corollary 1 (LaSalle's theorem), we set 
h(x) = -AV(x) .  
It is easy to see that h is summable along the forward trajectories of (10). Also, h renders plant 
(12) zero-state observable since AV(x) is negative definite. This completes the proof. | 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that plant (1) is zero-state observable and LP(Z+, R ~) aiong ail forward 
trajectories of (1) in some neighborhood of x = O. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) x = 0 is Lyapunov stab/e, 
(B) x = 0 is locaily asymptotically stable. 
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Moreover, either statement is implied by continuity of the function V, where V is defined by 
oo  
V(xo) = ~ IIh(x(k; x0))ll p. (13) 
k=0 
PROOF. By definition, (B) =~ (A). To show that (A) =~ (B), we proceed as follows. Assume 
that x = 0 is Lyapunov stable. Then for x0 sufficiently small, x(k; xo) is bounded for k _> 0, and 
hence, x(k; Xo) ~ 0 as k ~ c~ by Theorem 4. Therefore, x -- 0 is locally asymptotically stable. 
Finally, we show that statement (B) is implied by the continuity of the function V defined 
by (13). By definition, V is nonnegative. Also, since plant (1) is zero-state observable, it is 
immediate that V vanishes only at x0 = 0. Similarly, it follows that AV is nonpositive and that 
AV vanishes only at x = 0. If V is continuous, then V is positive definite and decrescent on the 
trajectories of (1). Hence, x = 0 is locally asymptotically stable by Lyapunov stability theory [3]. 
This completes the proof. II 
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